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Taylor Blackstock - DJ Pulse 

From a young age, DJ Pulse had a knack for music. He would often use the pots and pans in 

the kitchen as drums, or strum the strings of his father's guitar. At age 8 he was given his own 

guitar, and has never looked back on a musical career. 

 

With the musical influences of his parents (including Supertramp, Michael Jackson, Bon Jovi, 

AC/DC, Billy Joel and many others) DJ Pulse set out as a guitarist throughout his school life. 

 

After 12 years of living and loving music, he still plays guitar and has travelled locally and 

internationally with the Zoo Superband (a local jazz big band in Western Sydney). 

 

Upon leaving school, he became a regular at the local clubs, listening and watching the DJ's, 

and vowing that one day, he would join them! 

 

Always willing to have a good time, DJ Pulse won't hesitate to dance behind the decks or drop 

an old skool beat when the time is right! 

 

Taylor has extensive music knowledge and is experienced in playing tracks from the 70’s, 80’s, 
90’s to Now. 

Some venues, DJ Pulse has played at include, Jackson's On George, Bristol Arms Retro Hotel, 

Lowenbrau Keller, The Lakes Hotel, Quakers Inn, Ettamogah Hotel, Bidwill Hotel, Gymea Hotel, 

Candy's Apartment, The Bavarian Bier Cafes at Manly & Bond. 

 

DJ Pulse is a dedicated Disc Jockey who will go the extra mile to ensure that every gig goes off 
without a hitch. DJ Pulse is extremely polite and professional. DJ Pulse prides himself on being 
organised and this is always shown with his early bump in times at every event. 

 

 

 

 

To book DJ Pulse 

 

please contact Tim Densley at Absolute Infinity on 

1800 811-981 or info@absoluteinfinity.com.au. 
 


